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Introduction
Address Autofill On Checkout extension allows the user to autofill the address fields in
the checkout page by using any autofill API settings.

This extension also has the functionality where the user can select his current location
and the plugin will set the current location in the respective checkout fields.

Typing information in form fields is generally one of users’ least favorite parts of online
shopping. While we can’t avoid requiring some information from users during the
checkout flow, we should seize every opportunity to minimize the amount of typing
required.

There are two key benefits to auto-filling of address while checkout:

★ It reduces typing by 40% for a common shipping address.
★ It eliminates typos in the city name and saves users from having to fiddle with

long state/region drop-downs.

With the help of this extension, the checkout experience becomes faster and easier as
customers no longer have to type out their full address. The smart predictive search
helps speed up form filling and boosts usability. Every address is verified at the point of
entry, including the postcode/zip code. Problems occurring due to incorrect or badly
typed address data are drastically reduced.

Backend Settings of the Extension
Enable the Extension

★ Navigate to Stores > Configuration > Sunarc > Autofill Address on Checkout.

★ Enter API URL - The admin can enter URL of any paid API he has according to
which the other details asked below can be filled in. (provided one is an example
Free-https://geoip-db.com/json/ )

★ Enter Country Code Key - Enter the key code in which you are able to see the
country information (according to the API response).

★ Enter Region Key - Enter the key code in which you are able to see the region
information (according to the API response).

★ Enter City Key - Enter the key code in which you are able to see the city
information (according to the API response).

★ Enter Postal Code Key - Enter the key code in which you are able to see the
postal information (according to the API response).
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How Does the Extension Work?

Once the extension is enabled and the required fields are filled in when the user is at the
checkout page and fill in the shipping details the extension will automatically detect the
details and fill in the fields of City, State, Postal code and Country.
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Features of the Extension

Helps to obtain data quality related to address
User input is validated in real-time and the customer database is populated with fully
verified addresses which leads to fewer missed deliveries.

Accurate address data of international addresses
As it auto-fills the address it helps the user to be more accurate about the address
provided for shipping and delivery of the goods purchased.

Helps to achieve customer satisfaction & conversions
Easier and faster checkout saves your customers' time, improves conversions and builds
loyalty.
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Contact Us
Sometimes extensions already installed on your store may conflict with the extension.
If you run into an error we want to help!

Please contact us at Support Email
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